On a Distributed Video Surveillance System to Track Persons in Camera Networks
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1 Contribution of the Thesis

In automated video surveillance applications, presenting the useful information to the human operators is a challenging task. Current systems usually require a prohibitive amount of human resources and lead to a quick decrease of the attention of the human operators through time, thus preventing them to catch the relevant events that may be worth to further investigate.

In addition, when monitoring a wide area, it becomes hard to deploy a network of video sensors such that there are enough overlapping FoVs to cover every point of the environment. This leads to the development of video surveillance systems (VSS) that provide partial area coverage. As a result, “blind-gaps” between camera FoVs are introduced. One of the most interesting problems which such “blind-gaps” bring in is to re-identify the persons moving across disjoint FoVs.

The contribution of the thesis is two-fold. First, an advanced VSS is designed to display the proper task-dependent information to operators that are monitoring a wide area. In particular, the system helps operators in the task of tracking persons across camera views. This raised the need for a system capable of re-identify the subjects moving through disjoint FoVs. This leads to the second contribution of the thesis, a distributed approach to address the challenges of the person re-identification problem.

2 Adaptive Human Interface for VSS

The main goal of the proposed VSS is the development of an effective information visualization technique that properly displays only the most relevant cameras and information contents to simplify the operators’ tracking tasks [1, 2]. The key idea is to visualize only most probable streams, i.e. those that will be involved with the motion of the tracked persons. Towards this goal we propose a novel dynamic organization, activation and switching of the User Interface (UI) elements based on the output of video analytics algorithms.

The first objective is to distill the volumes of monitoring information into a human manageable quantity. This is achieved by introducing an hand-off task between different camera views so that a single person can be tracked across different FoVs. The proposed camera planning algorithm uses geographical clues and exploits the predicted trajectories to build an accurate camera activation plan.
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The next and final objective is to present the filtered visual information to the operators such that they can take appropriate decisions in a limited amount of time. This is achieved by first exploiting the activation plan and tracking data such that only the proper streams are selected. Then, the selected video streams are displayed through a novel UI that allows the operators to focus only on a single view without requiring them to switch between monitors as well as UI elements. A map representation that exploits the detail plus overview technique is also introduced to make the task of inspecting the whole are less tough.

3 Distributed Person Re-Identification

In the adaptive human interface for VSS the main goal is to support surveillance operators in the task of tracking persons moving within the monitored environment. However, as a target exits a camera FoV it should be re-identified when it enters a different one, so as the task of tracking targets across camera FoV can be tackled. To address such re-identification problem, three main approaches are investigated. A distributed framework is also introduced to deal with the large amount of data that has to be shared across the whole network and which often saturates the communication and processing resources.

In the first approach, the re-identification is attacked by means of a discriminative signature based method [3, 4, 5, 6]. Given an image, the person body parts are detected using camera specific learned models, then local and global features are adopted to create a discriminative person signature. The signatures of two persons are matched using a weighted combination between local and global feature distances. While this method is effective for images that have similar appearance, it is not capable of dealing with the transformation of features that occur between disjoint cameras.

To tackle this issue, in the second approach, the nature of such transformation is investigated [7]. First, histogram-like features are extracted from local dense patches of the image. Then, for each feature extracted from two given images acquired by disjoint cameras, their transformation is captured by exploiting the principles of Dynamic Time Warping. The set of all such possible transformations form a function space. In such a function space, there are feasible and infeasible transformations. Feasible transformations are the ones that occur between features extracted from image pairs of the same person, infeasible transformations are the ones between features extracted from image pairs of different persons. The re-identification is carried out by learning the decision boundary that separates the feasible and infeasible transformations in the function space. A person is re-identified by classifying the transformation between image pairs as feasible or infeasible. This method strongly outperforms the previously proposed one when large color and illumination variations are present, however, due to the very high dimensionality of the function space it is computationally expensive.

To reduce such computational costs a tractable solution that can be later extended to perform the re-identification over the whole network is introduced [8, 9, 10, 11]. The idea is that as the features get transformed across cameras so are the differences between them. Thus, the distances between image features are exploited as new image pairs representations. This results in a much smaller space where the decision boundary separating the set of positive pairs (the two images are from the same person) and the set of negative pairs (the two images are from different persons) can be learnt. While being simple yet effective, this method still considers the re-identification as a camera pair process.

To consider the re-identification as a network process, a distributed framework is proposed [12]. The distributed network re-identification is achieved by first introducing a camera matching cost measure. Then, a derivation of the Distance Vector (DV) routing algorithm is adopted to route signatures to a specific subset of cameras in a priority fashion. Using an update rule similar to the one proposed by the original DV routing algorithm the network is capable of adapting through time.
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